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Abstract. 

This article presents an extreme-new creative vision on Climate Change. Not CO2, but Gravity 

Change is the cause of warming-up planet Earth. Therefore different actions than CO2-

reductions are needed. The CO2-focus has to slow down, which means the EU-compulsion by 

“FIT for Fifty” and the related compulsive climate-policy of the Netherlands has to be put to a 

halt through common sense. Worldwide gas-exploration and -distribution needs to get high-

priority again. My idea to realize different actions is building a Reflecting Micro Satellite Shield 

(RMSS) surrounding planet Earth. In this article I give my authentical notes with explanations on 

this subject. Thereto the development of quantum-computers for practical purposes, like for 

RMSS, has to accelerate. Details on this subject has to be worked out by a team of physicists and 

cosmologists. 

 

For the United Nations, the EU and the Netherlands 

Climate-Change is not due to CO2, but is Cosmic-Gravity-Changes related: 

1. Sun's postion in the Milkyway-galaxy. 

2. Sun's plasma-sphere-contraction. 

3. Earth-crust-contraction. 

So, CO2-reduction is a fake-vision. In an extreme-new creatieve vision  I can explain this. 

For the Netherlands. 

Het UN-Klimaat rapport is totaal niet zeker over de 2,7 °C opwarming: Slechts iets meer dan 

fifty-fifty (60%). Nederland wordt bovendien met een verkeerde oorzaak-visie geïndoctrineerd. 

Want opwarming is zwaartekracht gerelateerd ipv door CO2. 

Glasgow COP26. 

I established my vision by email to the NOS-broadcasting association, the UNFCCC and the 

Ministery of Economic affairs in general. I hope the COP26 in Glasgow will take note of my vision 

and handwritten authentical notes [2]. 

Dan Visser, Almere, the Netherlands. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



[1] www.vixra.org/author/dan_visser 

[2] Sources to study are to find in the digital archives. 

[3] Dan Visser (*1947) is D.C.M. Visser, Almere, the Netherlands; independent cosmologist and 

art-painter (DAN); email: dan.visser@planet.nl | website: www.darkfieldnavigator.com   
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